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Is Conocarpus dangerous?

The Conocarpus tree was brought to Kuwait in
1988 for greening the landscape and main roads. It
spread easily because it is able to withstand harsh

environmental factors such as high and low temperatures
and can be easily trimmed and planted, especially on the
streets. It is also known for not being affected by vehicle
emissions and is used as fencing and windbreaks in open
desert areas. 

Recently, some people pointed fingers at this tree as a
source of trouble after the heavy rain in Kuwait and the
arrival of winter. Some people blamed the tree’s roots for
penetrating water and sewage networks and disrupting
the flow of water. Some specialists advise not to plant this
tree near buildings, because of its large consumption of
water, which may cause damage to the infrastructure of
water and drainage pipes. 

Researcher at the Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research Dr Hani Al-Zalzalah advised not to plant the
Conocarpus tree near houses and buildings “because of
the thirst of its root system for water, which may damage
water and sanitation networks, especially if they are
dilapidated”. 

But Zalzalah warned against uprooting any tree planted
in a wrong location close to government buildings without
coordination with specialists in the field of agriculture, in
order not to damage service lines close to the roots. He
said the Conocarpus is good for improving the properties
of desert soil and turning it into agricultural soil.

Some people also accuse this tree of causing allergies,
but there is no evidence or proof of this. I believe that we

should not accept information without scientific evidence.
For planting Conocarpus near houses, I think the approval
of the environment authority must be made to ensure that
all parties, whether official or homeowners, are committed
to safe agriculture in a way that does not conflict with
service lines.

I hope that the relevant government agencies will
stop the cultivation of Conocarpus within urban areas
and plant these trees outside cities as windbreaks and
near coasts in order to increase the green area and
provide aesthetic views, and stop soil erosion due to
salinity and wind. 

Conocarpus tree

Foreigners may be surprised to learn that there is a
very common idea in Kuwait that certain cars are ‘for
men’ and that women are discouraged and, in some

families, even forbidden from owning or driving cars labeled
‘for guys’. Typically these cars are sports cars, pick ups and
certain types of SUVs. 

Some parents, even in the West, would not buy their chil-
dren a sports car, especially when they are very young, due
to the fear that these fast vehicles are more likely to invite
accidents, as all young people love to speed and show off, in
addition to not having enough driving experience. This
belief is somehow logical and acceptable. 

But this does not apply to the warped notion mentioned
above. The defenders of this concept claim that if a girl
drives one of these so-called ‘guy cars’, people will see her
as “loose”, but none of them have yet shown me exactly
how a car translates into moral integrity. 

According to this mindset (as explained to me by sever-
al men) women can drive sports car such as Porsches or
BMWs, but can’t drive a Mustang, Camaro, Corvette or
any other American muscle car. A woman can drive an

SUV such as a Range Rover, Lexus, Kia, Prado, Pajero and
those of other brands, but she shouldn’t drive pickups or a
Jeep Wrangler.

Now to be fair, cars and especially sports cars and SUVs
are often marketed at a certain demographic and in the
West as well as the rest of the world, some cars tend to be
considered more ‘macho’ than others. Most of us would
agree that an American muscle car is proto-typically ‘male’
and that often men drive such vehicles. That does not, how-
ever, mean that women can’t or shouldn’t drive such cars.
Nor would driving or owning such a car in any way, shape
or form equal a lack of virtue or morality.

After four years of friendship and declaration of love,
Ahmad told his beloved Bashayer that he couldn’t marry her
because she drives a sports car and his family will never
allow this marriage. He offered her a solution - to sell her
car and he will buy her a car of his choice, and she is only
allowed to choose the color. She simply told him to forget
about the marriage. The spread of this bizarre notion is
dangerous and has even reached some conservative families
of neighboring countries like Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia.
Reem, an Iranian expat, studied hard to get good grades
and got accepted at a university. Her dad bought her a car
of his choice, which she didn’t like much but had to accept
it. When she got employed, she started saving to buy the
car of her dreams - a Wrangler - but her father refused to

let her buy it, although it was from her savings. He told her
this car is not suitable for you - it’s a car for men.    

The idea of a pink for girls and blue for boys has tak-
en hold across the world (though this notion did not
exist before the 20th century and in fact was the out-
come of marketing campaigns.) Likewise, cars for boys
and different ones for girls seems to have become inter-
nalized into a societal norm. The problem is not only the
genderfication of cars. Like toys and clothing, it can be
limited in impact unless parents add real meaning to the
idea and in yet another way, limit the ambitions of
women across the globe. 
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